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red faction: guerrilla is based on the enormously successful red faction franchise. the series started
in 2005 with the original red faction, a primitive, vehicular-based game that offered one of the most
memorable game experiences of that year. in red faction: armageddon, the series takes a step
forward, taking what was great about the first game and making it even better. the original guerrilla
was praised for a simple premise: blow stuff up. but it was also criticized for the weapons and
vehicles being too weak, and even when the sequel came out in 2009, many players were
underwhelmed. red faction: guerrilla is nothing like that. it has a much bigger scale, just like many
games of the series. mars is bigger than your average map, and youll frequently find yourself
blowing things up in a large scale as you protect your home base. the weapons are a bit more
powerful, and everything feels a bit more balanced. it's the perfect mix of vehicular mayhem and
open-world sandbox. when i first started playing through red faction guerilla on the playstation 2, i
remember thinking that the game was fun, but it wasnt the best of the genre. with that in mind, red
faction guerilla: re-mars-tered’s re-release isnt the most needed game on the switch eshop.
however, it does benefit from some nice quality of life enhancements, like the ability to use touch
controls to interact with the environment and adjust the camera, something that has been sorely
missing from third-person shooters on consoles since at least call of duty 4. in the original release,
you could only use the joy-cons’ motion controls to play a couple of set missions, which weren’t
particularly memorable. since the switch has more space, theres room for more missions and
characters, as well as a larger library of weapons and vehicles. there are also a handful of new
vehicles, such as the centurions tank and the industrial-grade h-k jetpack. the original game never
offered offline play, but red faction guerilla: re-mars-tered adds fully playable online.
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i'm sure there'll be several things that will interest you, and thanks to the higher sensitivity settings
you can never leave those catapults in the dust. the beta also includes a new weapons system which

allows you to improve your guns and their attachment by collecting powerups from destroying
machinery and vehicles. you might even be able to earn new upgrade kits for your weapons by

destroying enemy weapons. whet your appetite for destruction, and see what your favorite weapons
can do! the price is a bit steep for a pre-release, but it's currently priced well to accommodate those
who like to put their money where their mouth is, and those who are always up for more red faction.
look out for the beta and a full release very soon. you can play as a red faction guerilla, a freelance
agent, or a martian resistance member, and you can choose which side you want to work for. all of
them have their own set of unique factions, mission types and items. the guerilla, for example, has

three factions: the military, the martian resistance, and the freelance agents, as well as three
mission types, the guerilla, the freelance agent and the freelance agent 2. each of these have their

own unique weapons, gadgets, vehicles, and abilities. the side-missions have their own unique items
and vehicles as well. for example, the guerilla faction has the guerilla special ops, the guerilla

combat, the guerilla combat 2, the guerilla saboteur, the guerilla x-ray, the guerilla rain, and the
guerilla hardwire. the freelance agent faction has the freelance agent combat, the freelance agent

combat 2, and the freelance agent saboteur. the martian resistance faction has the martian
resistance combat, the martian resistance combat 2, and the martian resistance saboteur.
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